


Above: New TVR® encapsulated metal hinge between  
the front of the frame to the temple; TVR® OPT The 

Infinity 8 first design drawing on February 2020 in Japan. 

TVR® OPT Japan celebrates 8th Anniversary with The Infinity 8 Collection 
Two new models added to The Infinity 8 Collection, debuting 

the use of 8mm Japanese Zylonite Acetate.

Sabae, Japan — True Vintage Revival (TVR® OPT) Japan celebrates its 8th Anniversary with a new collection 
inspired by the concept of ‘Infinity’. This momentous occasion is also to commemorate eight successful years for 
TVR® OPT Japan since making its presence felt in 2012. Named The Infinity 8 Collection, there will be two 
novelty pieces added to the repertoire of beautifully designed and handmade eyeframes — both honouring the 
exquisite artistry of French design with a touch of Japanese sensibility.

Beyond its 8th anniversary, the number ‘8’ represents the shape of eyeglasses. It also akin to the infinity symbol, 
and represents the notion of completeness or endless abundance. In other words, it is a perfect representation of 
what TVR® OPT embodies in its pursuit to revive and preserve true vintage artistry in eyewear making.

This is the first time that TVR® OPT is launching a collection using 8mm Japanese Zylonite Acetate. Patented 
from classic French design with European influences, the respective models are statement pieces of bold, vintage 
design. Back in those days, most French eyeglasses were crafted using 8mm to 10mm celluloid. A thick front and 
sides in zylonite acetate also create a sleek and edgy frame.



TVR®527 French Vintage Quadra



TVR®528 French Vintage Panto 



TVR® OPT only uses solid rivets for the front and temples with great functionality — it is not just a decorative 
element. The use of solid rivets ensures that the glasses will not break easily, guaranteeing its sturdy and hardy 
qualities refined by true handmade craftsmanship. 

In this latest range, TVR® is unveiling for the first time the new Japanese hand-carving metal core design also 
known traditionally as the ‘Tebori’ technique or Japanese engraving. ‘Te’ means ‘hand’ in Japanese while ‘bori’ 
translates carving; thus the name hand-carving. 

The Tebori’ technique was developed during the Edo period when Japanese arts and crafts truly flourished with 
its own codes of aesthetics. This engraving technique was employed in various objects including swords, hairpins, 
combs and many more. In order to perfect this engraving technique, ‘Tebori’ craftsmen have to first master the 
art of making a ‘tagane’ or a cold chisel that acts as a stencil-like tool for the patterns on the metal. 

Today, there are only one one ‘Tebori’ craftsman in the optical field in Fukui, Japan and a few more in Tokyo 
focusing on pure gold products including jewelry, watch-making, ring and other gold trinkets featuring the 
unique hand-carving design; all marketed at very high values. 

“You can say that the polishing skill is based on my ‘sixth sense’ because 
it is entirely based on what you see and how you feel. There are a lot of attention into 

detail involved in the making of this collection.”

Clockwise, Above Right: TVR® OPT The Infinity 8 first design 
drawing on February 2020 in Japan.; 3D prototype are used to 
create The Infinity 8 collection to evaluate its design concept, 
details and manufacturing costs; Baroque Style 17th Century 

engraving metal core for a subtle yet extravagant detailing that can 
be appreciated at a closer look; The artistry of the engraving metal 

core is a meticulous process with high attention to detail.



Introducing Two Novel Models
TVR®527 and TVR®528 are considered the brand’s boldest and edgiest  

designs as compared to previous collections. 

The TVR®527 French Vintage Quadra features strong angles along the top line, giving the frame a distinctive 
look with French sensibility of bold and intellectual, yet timeless design. The square shaped lenses with rounded 
edges deliver a unique angular appearance as the frame, inspired from the 60s, flatter all facial contours. Wildly 
romantic with a flair for attracting attention, this model allures with its old-style three dots rivets and seven barrel 
hinges for added strength and better alignment. 

TVR®527 French Vintage Quadra is handcrafted in six fascinating colours including Black + Tortoise, Black 
Clear, Duo Grey Crystal, Light Grey Crystal, Olive Crystal and Tokyo Tortoise — each offering a style-statement 
quality in its own rights. 

Also in the Infinity 8 Collection is the TVR®528 French Vintage Panto that pays homage to one of the oldest 
vintage design in European eyewear history. A universal, gender-neutral shape that is classic and elegant, the new 
silhouette is accentuated at the edge of the top flat line to create a vintage look for the Panto design. A style staple 
in the 1950s, the French panto has pioneered the shapes of modern eyewear we see today. 





TVR® OPT The Infinity 8 Marketing Visual Campaign.



Patented based on the time-tested shape, TVR®528 French Vintage Panto is not perfectly round, with a slightly 
wider top for a more flattering angle. Its uniqueness lies in the keyhole bridge. The perfectly curved keyhole 
ensures ultimate comfort for different nose shapes, particularly those with more prominent noses. 

TVR®528 French Vintage Panto comprises six beautiful colours including Black + Tortoise, Black Clear, Clear 
Crystal, Havana, Light Grey Crystal and Matte Mustard.

To mark this momentous celebrate, each of the eyepieces will be marked with an Infinite logo stamping on the 
end tip of the temple. Both models will also be perfected with Baroque Style 17th Century engraving metal core 
for a subtle yet extravagant detailing that can be appreciated at a closer look. The new eyepieces will also come 
with new TVR® encapsulated metal hinge between the front of the frame to the temple. This provides a great 
balance and stability while keeping the frame in its shape. 

“The number ‘8’ represents the shape of eyeglasses. It also akin  
to the infinity symbol, and represents the notion of completeness or endless 

abundance. In other words, it is a perfect representation of what  
TVR® OPT embodies in its pursuit to revive and preserve true vintage  

artistry in eyewear making.”

TVR® OPT factory in Sabae, Fukui Prefecture, Japan — 2012

Craftsmen in Sabae seen here working 
on the hand-polishing; each eyepiece is 

carefully polished by hand to achieve the 
best precision and finish.



TVR®527
French Vintage Quadra

Price USD530

Country of Origin
Sabae, Fukui, Japan
Frame Material
Japanese 8mm Zylonite
Metal Material
SPM (Sun Platinum Metal)

Colours
• Black + Tortoise
• Black Clear
• Duo Grey Crystal
• Light Grey Crystal
• Olive Crystal
• Tokyo Tortoise

Sizing
Size 48 / 23mm
Lens 47.5mm
Hinge to Hinge 142.6mm
Temple 150mm

n Black + Tortoise
Temple: Black (Outer) / Clear (Inside)

n Black Clear
Temple: Clear (Outer) / Black (Inside)

n Duo Grey Crystal
Temple: Light Grey Crystal

n Light Grey Crystal

n Olive Crystal

n Tokyo Tortoise
Frame: Black (Front) / Tortoise (Inside)



TVR®527 French Vintage Quadra



TVR®528 French Vintage Panto 



TVR®528
French Vintage Panto

Price USD530

Country of Origin
Sabae, Fukui, Japan
Frame Material
Japanese 8mm Zylonite
Metal Material
SPM (Sun Platinum Metal)

Colours
• Black + Tortoise
• Black Clear
• Clear Crystal
• Havana
• Light Grey Crystal
• Matte Mustard

Sizing
Size 46 / 23mm
Lens 46mm
Hinge to Hinge 142.7mm
Temple 150mm

n Black + Tortoise
Temple: Black (Outer) / Clear (Inside)

n Black Clear
Temple: Clear (Outer) / Black (Inside)

n Clear Crystal

n Havana
Temple: Brown (Outer) / Clear (Inside)

n Light Grey Crystal

n Matte Mustard
Temple: Gloss Finishing
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